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HIGHLIGHTS

• Identifying who is at risk to smoke is critical to programs to prevent smoking.
• Current susceptibility index identifies 30% of future experimenters.
• Adding curiosity improves the sensitivity of the susceptibility index to over 50%.
• Preventing pre-teens from becoming curious about smoking is an important goal.

ABSTRACT

Purpose: To improve smoking prevention efforts, better methods for identifying at-risk youth are needed. The widely used measure of susceptibility to smoking identifies at-risk adolescents; however, it correctly identifies only about one third of future smokers. Adding curiosity about smoking to this susceptibility index may allow us to identify a greater proportion of future smokers while they are still pre-teens.

Methods: We use longitudinal data from a recent national study on parenting to prevent problem behaviors. Only oldest children between 10 and 13 years of age were eligible. Participants were identified by RDD survey and followed for 6 years. All baseline never smokers with at least one follow-up assessment were included (n = 878). The association of curiosity about smoking with future smoking behavior was assessed. Then, curiosity was added to form an enhanced susceptibility index and sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive value were calculated.

Results: Among committed never smokers at baseline, those who were 'definitely not curious' were less likely to progress toward smoking than both those who were 'probably not curious' (ORadj = 1.89; 95% CI = 1.03–3.47) or 'probably/definitely curious' (ORadj = 2.88; 95% CI = 1.11–7.45). Incorporating curiosity into the susceptibility index increased the proportion identified as at-risk to smoke from 25.1% to 46.9%. The sensitivity (true positives) for this enhanced susceptibility index for both experimentation and established smoking increased from 37–40% to over 50%, although the positive predictive value did not improve.

Conclusion: The addition of curiosity significantly improves the identification and classification of which adolescents will experiment with smoking or become established smokers.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Despite considerable public health action to prevent smoking initiation over the past 50 years (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012), in 2013, 38% of high school seniors had previously smoked and 16.3% were current smokers (Johnston, O’Malley, Miech, Bachman, & Schulenberg, 2014). A recent Surgeon General’s report (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012) called for a renewed focus on increasing efforts to prevent smoking initiation. The
success of this approach will depend on both improved identification of at-risk adolescents before they have experimented and developing effective prevention interventions (Biglan, Brennan, Foster, & Holder, 2004).

The susceptibility to smoking index (Pierce, Choi, Gilpin, Farkas, & Merritt, 1996) is a widely used measure of risk among never smokers that assesses both intention to smoke and self-efficacy about refusing a cigarette. While this index consistently identifies teens with double the risk of starting to smoke (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012), the proportion of true positives (sensitivity) over the subsequent four years is a low one third of future smokers (Choi, Gilpin, Farkas, & Pierce, 2001; Gritz et al., 2003). This at-risk measure index would be more useful for the development of effective population interventions if it identified more than half of future smokers.

Tobacco marketing is widely recognized as an influence on future initiation (National Cancer Institute, 2008; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012) and a number of marketing theories specify curiosity as a critical mediating variable through which marketing can affect consumer behavior (Ray, 1982; Smith & Swinyard, 1988; Wells, Burnett, & Moretti, 2000). Curiosity would appear to be a good candidate variable to improve the susceptibility to smoking index.

Previously, in a three year follow-back to a sample of 12–15 year old teens in California (Pierce, Distefan, Kaplan, & Gilpin, 2005), we demonstrated that curiosity has independently predicted initiation among baseline never smokers with the additive effect coming mainly from predicting which committed never smokers would experiment in the time period. In both this original study and a more recent international study (Guo, Unger, Palmer, Chou, & Johnson, 2013), curiosity about smoking was associated with receptivity to tobacco industry marketing messages, suggesting that it could be a mediator variable through which marketing influences initiation.

Categorizing smoking risk in the pre-teen years before many major influences on smoking will have occurred will necessarily result in a lower rate of true positives. For example, adolescents are more likely to become smokers if they have friends who smoke (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012); this is especially true with increasing age (Gilpin, Choi, Berry, & Pierce, 1999). Academic achievement is also negatively associated with smoking initiation throughout adolescence (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012), and this effect is enhanced by friend smoking. Part of this increased risk may come from more free time to socialize with friends who smoke, especially when a single parent has limited time to implement recommended parenting practices (Hoeve et al., 2009). These and other influences on smoking result in higher rates among those with lower socio-economic status and among non-Hispanic whites compared to other race-ethnic groups (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012).

In this study we examine whether curiosity can increase the predictive validity of the susceptibility to smoking index. We use data from a US national randomized study of parenting to prevent problem behaviors where participants entered their teen years well after the restrictions on tobacco marketing that followed the Master Settlement Agreement (Pierce & Gilpin, 2004). We hypothesize that the addition of curiosity will differentially increase the proportion of the identified teen population who will initiate smoking.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study participants and survey methods

In 2003, a random digit dialed (RDD) telephone methodology was used to identify US families with an oldest child between 10 and 13 years old. Parents were invited by mail and telephone interview to join a study on parenting to prevent problem behaviors through adolescence, the protocol for which has been published (Pierce et al., 2008). Both adolescents and parents were enrolled and interviewed by phone (n = 1036 pairs). Our analysis used the six adolescent interviews that occurred at approximately 8–12 month intervals after completion of the study baseline assessment. We used only adolescents who reported that they had never tried cigarettes – even a puff – and had at least one follow-up assessment (n = 878).

2.2. Survey measures

2.2.1. Sociodemographics

At baseline, adolescents self-reported their age, gender, race/ethnicity, and whether or not they lived in a single parent household. The initial telephone number was used to categorize participants by region of the country (Northeast, Midwest, South, and West).

2.2.2. Tobacco use

To determine if the adolescent had initiated tobacco use they were asked, “Have you ever smoked a cigarette?” and, if not, “Have you ever tried or experimented with cigarette smoking, even a few puffs?” A ‘no’ response to both questions classified the adolescent as a never smoker. Established smokers were those who responded positively to the question “Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your life?”

2.2.3. Social smoking environment

At baseline, adolescents were asked: “Have any people that you live with now smoked cigarettes in the last year?” with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response; and “How many of your best friends smoke?” with responses ‘none’, ‘some’, ‘most’ or ‘all’ and re-coded dichotomously as either ‘none’ or ‘some/most/all’.

2.2.4. Perceived school performance

At baseline, adolescents ranked their performance in school as ‘much better than average,’ ‘better than average,’ ‘average,’ or ‘below average’. As the lowest category had few responses, we combined it with the ‘average’ response category.

2.2.5. Receptivity to tobacco advertising

At baseline, receptivity to tobacco advertising was measured with two sets of questions: “Think back to the cigarette advertisements you have recently seen. What is the name of the cigarette brand of your favorite cigarette advertisement?” Respondents who did not name a brand were also asked, “Of all the cigarette advertisements you have seen, which do you think attracts your attention the most?”

2.2.6. Susceptibility to smoking

At baseline, susceptibility to smoking was assessed with three items: “Do you think that in the future you might experiment with cigarettes?”; “At any time during the next year do you think you will smoke a cigarette?” and “If one of your best friends were to offer you a cigarette, would you smoke it?” Response options included ‘Definitely Not’, ‘Probably Not’, ‘Probably Yes’, and ‘Definitely Yes’. Adolescents reporting ‘Definitely Not’ to all three questions were classified as ‘committed never smokers.’ Adolescents who responded ‘Probably Not’ to all three questions were classified as having level 1 susceptibility. Those reporting ‘Probably Yes’ or ‘Definitely Yes’ to any question were classified with Level 2 susceptibility.

2.2.7. Curiosity

As in previous studies, curiosity about smoking was assessed using the single item: “Have you ever been curious about smoking
a cigarette?” Response options included: ‘Definitely Not’, ‘Probably Not’, ‘Probably Yes’, and ‘Definitely Yes.’ Our results showed low response rates to the highest category, so we collapsed ‘Probably Yes’ and ‘Definitely Yes’ prior to analysis.

2.3. Analysis plan

We used logistic regression models to replicate previous research that curiosity, measured at baseline, predicted which committed never smokers progressed to any higher level of susceptibility or experimentation at any follow-up assessment (coded ‘yes’/’no’). Of the 658 committed never smokers at baseline, 494 completed all 6 assessments, 172 completed five, 107 completed 4, 52 completed 3, and 53 completed only 2 assessments. All models were adjusted for study design characteristics (i.e. region of US, and single parent households, treatment allocation), sociodemographic variables, social smoking environment, school performance, and level of receptivity to advertising. We included planned covariates associated with missing outcomes and used logistic regression models that provide adequate representation of relationships with smoking experimentation over repeated assessments. By using the incremental validity perspective, we examine what curiosity can add to the existing measures of the susceptibility index and report a diagnostic classification analysis for both the original susceptibility index and for the enhanced index. We report a) sensitivity, defined as the percent of adolescent experimenters identified as ‘At Risk’ at age 10–13, who achieved the designated smoking level (e.g. experimentation, established) during the study, b) specificity, defined as the percent of adolescents identified as “committed never smokers” who remained never smokers during the study, and c) positive predictive value which is the percentage of the ‘At Risk’ category at baseline who went on to experiment, or became established smokers, by follow-up.

3. Results

3.1. Population characteristics

Baseline characteristics of the 878 never smokers are presented by curiosity status in Table 1. Overall, 75% were committed never smokers, 20% were classified with level 1 susceptibility and 5% with level 2 susceptibility. Two thirds self-identified as non-Hispanic White, with one quarter living in a single parent home. One third lived with a smoker in the house. As expected from their young age, only 10% had a friend who smoked. Slightly less than two thirds (61%) reported that their school performance was better, or much better, than average. Some 37% were receptive to tobacco industry advertising. Of the committed never smokers, 15.2% reported being curious about smoking. Overall, 37% of never smokers aged 10–13 at baseline reported having experimented during the 6-year follow-up period and 12.4% reported becoming established smokers.

3.2. Progression to smoking

Thirty (30) percent of adolescents who reported that they were definitely not curious at baseline later reported experimenting with cigarettes. Rates of experimentation were 56% and 66% among adolescents who reported that they were ‘probably not’ or ‘probably/definitely (yes)’ curious about smoking, respectively. A multivariable logistic regression model on 830 adolescents with data on both covariates and outcome was used to evaluate significant predictors for smoking experimentation during the 6-wave follow-up period. Consistent with previous studies, we observed lower rates of experimentation among Non-Hispanic Black adolescents when compared to White adolescents (ORadj = 0.56; 95% CI = 0.34–0.90). Adolescents with better than average (ORadj = 0.52; 95% CI = 0.36–0.74) and much better than average (ORadj = 0.56; 95% CI = 0.38–0.84) school performance were significantly less likely to experiment with tobacco than students with average/below average school performance. Compared to adolescents who said they had no friends that smoked, those with some friends that smoked were significantly more likely to experiment (ORadj = 3.25; 95% CI = 1.82–5.77). Adolescents at higher risk for experimentation included those who were moderately receptive (ORadj = 1.56; 95% CI = 1.10–2.20) and highly receptive (ORadj = 2.59; 95% CI = 1.35–4.97) to tobacco advertising. Experimentation was unrelated to living with a current tobacco smoker (p > 0.30).

The results for the susceptibility index and the curiosity variable, adjusted for the above covariates, are presented in Table 2. Adolescents who were categorized with level 1 susceptibility at baseline were 63% more likely to experiment than committed never smokers (ORadj = 1.63; 95% CI = 1.10–2.40). The small proportion of adolescents with level 2 susceptibility appeared to be more than twice as likely to experiment as committed never smokers; however, it only reached borderline significance (ORadj = 2.24; 95% CI = 0.93–5.42). These results suggest that susceptibility should be a dichotomous index. The curiosity variable was also an independent predictor of experimentation. Compared to those who were definitely not curious at baseline, those who were probably not curious were significantly more likely to experiment (ORadj = 2.04; 95% CI = 1.29–3.21), as were those who said that they were probably/definitely curious (ORadj = 2.43; 95% CI = 1.37–4.32). The similarity in these adjusted ORs suggested that curiosity also should be collapsed into a dichotomous variable. These ratios did not change substantively when considering only those who were committed never smokers (Table 3). For these committed never smokers, the progression rate was 54% for those who were definitely not curious at baseline, 68% of those who were probably not curious and 82% who indicated any level of curiosity (Fig. 1).

3.3. Does adding curiosity improve the susceptibility index?

To create the enhanced index, we categorized committed never smokers as those who answered “definitely not” to all susceptibility questions as well as to the curiosity question. All other responses were classified as susceptible. The performance of both the original susceptibility index and the new index is presented in Table 4. The original index classified 25.1% of baseline never smokers as ‘at risk’ compared to 36.4% for the enhanced index. For predicting experimentation, the sensitivity (true positive rate) of the original index was 37.2% and this was increased markedly to 51.5% for the enhanced index. The specificity (true negative rate) of the original index was 82.2% which decreased to 72.4% for the enhanced index. Thus, the proportion of those categorized as at risk who progressed to experiment within the study period (positive

Fig. 1. Curiosity about smoking. Curiosity among adolescent committed never smokers at baseline and progression toward smoking 5 years later.
predictive value) decreased slightly from 55.5% to 52.8%. When the outcome was progression to established smoking, the sensitivity for the original index was 40.2% which increased markedly to 54.6% with the enhanced index. The specificity decreased from 76.8% to 65.7% while the positive predictive value remained stable with values of 17.7% and 16.6%.

4. Discussion

This paper set out to improve the identification of future smokers while they were still pre-teenagers. In this national sample, compared to the current susceptibility index, the enhanced index identified many more 10–13 year old never smokers as at risk to smoke, from a quarter of the population to almost half. Importantly, the sensitivity of the index—the proportion of true positives in the following 6 years—increased markedly from 37–40% to over 50%. This was observed whether the outcome was experimentation with cigarettes or smoking as much as 100 cigarettes (established smoking). Given that a major purpose of categorizing young teens as ‘at risk’ is to develop interventions targeted toward them that aim to prevent experimentation and progression to addiction, the sensitivity of the index (true positive rate) is the most important characteristic of the susceptibility index. While still lower than desirable, this enhanced index identifies over half of pre-teens who will progress during their teen years. As the interventions are educational or policy based, there will be little harm in...
exposing adolescents who will not become smokers to these interventions. Thus, the small decline in specificity (true negative rate) with the enhanced index is less important than the considerable improvement in sensitivity. Thus, a large improvement in correctly identifying at risk youth was accomplished without substantially increasing the false positive rate, or degrading the positive predictive value of the index.

Previously, we identified numerous reasons why such an improvement in the index might be expected by the addition of this variable (Pierce et al., 2005). Curiosity is widely recognized as a motivational force that moves people to experiment with many new behaviors (Opdal, 2001). Building curiosity is a focus for many educational endeavors (Day, 1982; Simon, 2001), as well as the target for marketers promoting experimentation with their particular consumer behavior (Smith & Swinyard, 1988). As such, multiple studies have reported that the majority of smokers, when asked to reflect on why they started to smoke, cite curiosity about smoking (Cronan, Conway, & Kaszas, 1991; Guo et al., 2013). In this study, as in previous studies, pre-teens who were receptive to tobacco industry marketing messages that are known to encourage smoking, were also likely to develop curiosity cognitions.

Despite major limitations on tobacco marketing to youth included in the Master Settlement Agreement (Gilpin, Distefan, & Pierce, 2004), this paper notes that a high proportion of pre-teens already had a favorite cigarette advertisement. As previously noted (Pierce et al., 2010), this proportion will increase with additional exposure to tobacco marketing throughout adolescence. The introduction of alternate cigarette products such as snus, hookah and most recently e-cigarettes, along with their own marketing campaigns, could also have a carry-over effect and increase susceptibility to cigarette smoking (Agaku, Ayo-Yusuf, Vardavas, Alpert, & Connolly, 2013; Choi, Fabian, Mottey, Corbett, & Forster, 2012; Cobb, Ward, Maziak, Shihaideh, & Eisenberg, 2010; Hill, Larcombe, & Refshauge, 1978; Pepper et al., 2013).

Further, as teens progress through adolescence, they are known to change friendship groups frequently (Steinberg, 2002). When changing friends increases exposure to smoking, then teens will be more likely to be susceptible to smoking. More research is necessary to identify the effect of changing influences throughout adolescence and the large national Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) cohort study (National Institutes of Health, & Food & Drug Administration, 2014) has questions that should advance the science in these areas.

Using a susceptibility index to identify adolescents at high risk to start smoking is only important if it leads to actions that can reduce that risk level. Some approaches that have been suggested include the use of school curricula focused on decoding media messages (Bier, Zwarun, & Fehrmann Warren, 2011) as well as educating parents on how to monitor their child’s potential curiosity about smoking so that early preventive action may be taken (Pierce et al., 2005). Increased excise taxes (Chaloupka & Wechsler, 1995) and smoke-free schools and colleges (Pierce et al., 1991) are population level interventions that have been associated with reductions in smoking behavior national (International Agency for Research on Cancer, 2009).

In addition to curiosity and susceptibility, other variables were found to be associated with progression toward smoking. These included average/below average school performance, exposure to friends who smoked, and living in a single parent household. Poor school performance in the middle school years is a well-known powerful predictor of future smoking (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2012). Students with poor middle school academic preparation have great difficulty recovering to become quality performers in high school (Simons-Morton et al., 1999). It is more likely that they put much less time into their studies throughout their high school years and spend that time with friendship groups comprised of other low performers, many of whom may have already experimented with smoking (Mounts & Steinberg, 1995; Steinberg, Delnevo, Foulds, & Pevzner, 2004). As expected (Mrug, Gaines, Su, & Windle, 2010), the few adolescents who were exposed to peer smokers were also much more likely to experiment with smoking over the duration of the study. Adolescents who came from single parent households had a greater probability of future smoking. There are a number of reasons why this might be the case. Single parents are more likely to be smokers, more likely to have low income (Jun & Acevedo-Garcia, 2007), and more likely to have limited time with their children. Yet, even when parents follow recommended practices (Hoeve et al., 2009), tobacco marketing messages and promotions targeted to youth appear to be able to undermine the effectiveness of these practices (Pierce, Distefan, Jackson, White, & Gilpin, 2002).

Our findings are based on a representative US sample, which is a major strength; however, the study recruited parents who were interested in the issue of parenting practices to prevent adolescent problem behaviors. Thus, the low rate of smoking experimentation over the six years of the study suggests that those who volunteered had children who were less likely to have influences encouraging them to smoke. This enables us to investigate in considerable detail early movement in the process of becoming a smoker. In this study, we focused on classifying risk during the pre-adolescent years. Future work will use the multiple surveys in this study to explore the contextual dynamics of influences on smoking behavior throughout adolescence. Although the study retained 74% of the sample through wave 5 (~5 years), there was a considerable attrition between waves 5 and 6 (57% response rate) as many adolescents turned 18 and left home, many for college and were harder to reach. Particularly in the early years, attrition was more likely to occur in families with teens who were at higher risk to start smoking. While we included covariates associated with risk for smoking, in all evaluative models, our attrition level is a limitation of the study.

### 5. Conclusions

The currently accepted susceptibility index is limited to assessing intentions and self-efficacy expectations about smoking and while it identifies many future smokers during the early adolescent years, it also misclassifies others as being at low risk. The addition of curiosity significantly improves the identification and classification of which adolescents will experiment with smoking. We propose that such a measure should be included in adolescent tobacco surveillance systems and the results should trigger interventions designed to reduce this early warning of future smoking behavior. The recently launched longitudinal Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) study, which will include participants as young as 12 years old, will help to further explore curiosity and the utility of an enhanced susceptibility index.
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